
       Location, location!

            The northwest is a great
natural location for photographic
backdrops. Be it at the local lakes,
the beach, or on the golf course,
we fit the location to the individual
personality. We love to move out of
the studio into the natural world.
You make the choice (within our
local area), and we’ll be there. We
also use many of our favored
locations to help you find your
style.

brian-photo.com
            This is your moment.
       This is your moment to shine. You are at
your best and your senior photography should
show just that. Whether you’re the top chess
club member, on the golf team, or involved
with any of the many other activities in or out
of school, we will help to show who “you” are.

          During this time of transition, your trying
to make your future plans. Keeping up with
those plans can be daunting. Let us help you
make your photographic choices an enjoyable
experience, and less overwhelming.

 425-501-0385

 Senior
Photography

Price list
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Your satisfaction is
100% Guaranteed!

    brian-photo.com



Packages to fit your needs.                                                       brian-photo.com

   Quality that counts!
         Not only the look of the images
that we create for you are important,
but the quality and type of products
matter as well. Our prints have the
Kodak 100% lifetime guarantee, and
are only printed on the finest quality
papers.

       The folios, frames and albums
we offer are also top quality products.
Your photographs should last for
many years to come and we will help
to show you how to preserve these
special moments in time. After all,
this is a once in a lifetime moment.

Packages
Standard package    $295.00

     One Clothing choice, 40 proofs, one location, and
8 wallets, 4-4x5’s and one 8x10 and leather folio.

Explorer package     $395.00

        This package includes two choices of
clothing at a location that fits your personality.
You also will choose from 60 proofs to include in
a folio. Prints include 16 wallets, 4-4x5’s, 2-5x7’s,
and  2-8x10, as well as the leather folio.

Discover package   $495.00
        This package gives you three choices of
attire at two locations. You will have 80 proofs to
select from and a folio to place them. Prints
include 32 wallets, 6-4x5’s, 5-5x7’s, and 2-8x10’s,
as well as the leather folio.

Achiever package   $595.00
          The achiever package gives you a flexible
choice of four changes of outfits, at three
settings. You will have 100 proofs to choose
from and a folio to place them. Prints include 48
wallets, 8-4x5’s, 6-5x7’s, 3-8x10’s and 1-11x14,
and including the leather folio.

Voyager package     $695.00
         Our voyager package gives our most
flexible options, allowing you to show off your
individuality. You’ll have four settings and your
choice of clothing changes. You will choose
from 120 proofs to view. Print selection will also
include 64 wallets, 12-4x5’s, 8-5x7’s, 4-8x10’s, a
framed 11x14 and a leather folio.       

               Flexible packages
              All packages are flexible from within; changing 2-
5x7’s for 1-8x10, or 8 wallets for 2-5x7’s etc… is accepted
and encouraged.
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                                FFoolliiooss

         All packages include a leather folio.
                      Extra folios are $65


